Introduction
An increasing continuous function ä defined on an interval -I c R1 is pquasisymmetric on .[ if (1) p-'1<ffiffi=, for all c and t > 0 such that [r -t,x *t) C I.
A well-known result due to Beurling and Ahlfors [L] [7] and M. Lehtinen [3] , respectively. M. Lehtinen [4] even proved t}nat Klf6,) 32p -1 for some r > 0.
In this paper, the lower bound of. Klf6"l will be examined. Lemma 1'. Let E C la,b], {o,b} C E, be a set of frnite points and h:fy,-bl t [",4, h(") : c, h(b) : d, be increasing and continuous on [o,å] and linea,r on each interval in fa,bl\ .8. If (l) is true for all r and t > 0 such thai {* -t, t, r I t} n E has at least two points, then h is p-quasisym metric on [a,b] .
Lemma 2. Let E c Rl be a set of n points a.nd h: R1 -* Rl be increasing and continuou,s on Rl and linear on each interval i" R, \.8. suppose that (1) is truefor aJI r and t ) 0 sucå that {r -t,n,fi+4nE has at least two points and.
(4)
Then h is p-quasisymmetric on Rr.
Proof. without any loss of generality, we may assume that n ) 2. For if n : t, the condition (4) Since n ) L, ri is positive fot j -7,2r...,n. Then we see that {*irjln jtxi *ri\ O.E has at least two points. By the assumption of the lemma, (LL) is true. The lemma is proved.
For any s ) 1,, we define a function ä, as follows: (12) h "(*)
:-as r > 1, as(1 +r)-t 1x31, as -s(1 + r)-1 I r 1(, * 1)-t, as r s -1.
We are now going to show that h" is an s2-quasisymmetric function. This quasisymmetric function will be used to prove the main theorem in the next paragraph.
Let E: {-1, -s(1 + ")- (14) li+ ?'!') , : r. r*To -h"(-a)
From (13) and (14), we cain conclude by Lemma 2 that Iz, is s2-quasisymmetric on Rr.
The proof of the main result
The quasisymmetric function ä, constructed in the previous paragraph has some special properties. Obviously, 
